
Rationale: JFN0003 In the Wild – Queenstown & Fiordland Workforce 
Documents 

• Factsheet- DOC-6332510

• Original project proposal is described in an email at DOC-6322454

• Signed decision paper- DOC-6374941

This paper provides the rationale used for the progression of this project as an employment 

response in the aftermath of Covid 19. 

Background 
Following COVID-19, it was apparent that the effects on the New Zealand economy and communities 

would be significant and ongoing. DOC focused on supporting this recovery through increasing 

employment and supporting communities through nature-based work. 

As part of the Covid-19 response, DOC worked with the Otago Regional Council, Queenstown Lakes 
District Council and key tourism business leaders (including the Wayfare Group) to obtain funding. 
This funding was used to develop capability and readying a labour force of displaced tourism 
workers for future nature-based employment in the Queenstown and Fiordland region.  

Quick start funding enabled operational planning, support and delivery of four conservation projects 
including: 

• Refurbishment and maintenance of two track initiatives, thereby supporting community
social wellbeing and mental health.

• Building traps and installing traplines in the Gibbston Valley. This will form an important
connection within the  proposal presented to PF2050

• Supporting wilding conifer control work.

These projects saw up to 64 tourism workers employed. These workers received the government 
wage subsidy. The funding will not pay for labour costs, but contributed to operational planning and 
delivery costs. 

The project is important as Queenstown is heavily dependent on tourism and so is severely impacted 
by COVID-19. The jobs redeployed tourism workers working for large tourism operators in the 
Queenstown and Fiordland area.  

Approval process 
Due to the urgent nature of this approval, a two-step process was used; 

The approval in-principle stage enabled DOC to further engage with Treaty Partners and applicants 
to determine details of the partnering arrangement. This confirmed job numbers, project workplans, 
monitoring and reporting requirements, and allowed us to scope the support required from DOC.  
A formal partnering agreement was then finalised within one month of approval-in-principle. 

Criteria projects were assessed against: 

1. Is the proposed project in one of the most heavily impacted regions?
2. How many nature-based jobs does the project deliver?
3. Do we have strong Treaty Partner engagement embedded within the project?

9 (2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(j)



4. Is the project targeting affected industries and sectors?
5. Does the work deliver sound ecological outcomes?
6. Is there opportunity to grow the project to scale?

This project scored highly against these criteria. Quick start projects will align with the longterm vision 
of working with Regional Alliances as part of DOC’s ongoing operating model. 

Queenstown was hugely impacted by lockdown and the loss of international tourism. MSD stats show 
that the Queenstown Lakes district is one of the most distressed regions in the country post Covid-19. 

The trapping work in the Gibbston Valley and the wilding pine control work will produce a 
conservation legacy. The wilding pine work in particular will remove a very real threat to the district’s 
biodiversity and nationally significant landscape.  

As the Jobs for Nature system was not yet fully established, it was acknowledged that quick-start 

funding was best allocated to our known partners, where there is demonstrated proven success, a 

clear vision articulated by the partners, and the drive to implement rapidly.  













Minor Works Business Case – docCM- 6550123 6 

This proposal is also driven from a desire to contribute to community 
recovery from COVID, and an identification of opportunities to expand 
current work programmes to enable this. 

The proposal aligns with DOC strategic intent in the following areas: 

•90% of New Zealanders’ lives are enriched through connection to our nature 
and heritage. 

•90% of visitors rate their experiences on public conservation lands and waters 
as exceptional. 

This proposal supports the aspiration of the Department to work with others 
to achieve conservation gains for New Zealand. 

Our August 2020 strategy refresh is built around a simple purpose – 
Papatuanuku Thrives. Outcomes that fall out of this purpose include many 
which can be achieved through projects such as this one: 

• Thriving communities – this project helps retain workers in the 
district and support the businesses they work in 

• Working together with others 

• Partner with iwi, hapu and whanau, and collaborate with others 
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DOC Jobs for Nature Update 
Reference Group Meeting - 2 September 2020 

 

Date: 28 August 2020 

Purpose:  To provide a progress update on the establishment of Regional Alliances. 

For noting: 
 

• Two Regional Alliances expected to be formalised in the next few weeks: 
o West Coast 
o Southern South Island 

• Once formally established the Southern South Island Alliance will likely submit two initial 
proposals for heavily COVID-impacted areas (Te Anau and Queenstown) for consideration.  

 

West Coast  

• The West Coast Alliance has agreed in principle to form. It will be comprised of Development 
West Coast, West Coast Regional Council, Te Runanga ō Makaawhio, Te Runanga ō Ngāti 
Waewae and the Department of Conservation.  

• Alliance members intend to meet next week to sign a Memorandum of Understanding. They 
will then submit a formal application to be recognised as a Regional Alliance. 

 
Southern South Island  

• The Southern South Island Alliance has agreed in principle to form. It will be a large-scale 
regional collaboration encompassing the Otago and Southland Regional Councils, Treaty 
partners and the Department of Conservation.  

• Alliance members are currently drafting establishment paperwork and are expected to 
submit a formal application to be recognised as a Regional Alliance in the coming weeks.  

• Alliance members are simultaneously scoping two projects located in heavily COVID-
impacted areas – one in Te Anau and another in Queenstown. They expect to submit these 
projects for consideration as soon as the Alliance is formally established.  

DOC Ref: DOC-6416008 









K4N Southern South Island Regional Alliance Meeting

26 August 2020

Microsoft Teams

Chair

Aaron Fleming (DOC)

Attendees

DOC:                                                  Geoff Owen, Jon Thomas, Nedra Burns, Christine Officer, Jessica Veale

Ngai Tahu o Murihiku:                  Darren Rewi

Ngai Tahu o Araiteuru:                  Nicola Morand

Environment Southland:              Rob Phillips

ORC:                                                   Gavin Palmer (on behalf of Sarah Gardner)

MfE:                                                   Martin Workman

                                                                                                                                                                                         

Apologies

Sarah Gardner (ORC)               

Describe in the MOU, the composition of the two working groups and how they will operate to support 
the Alliance (Jon Thomas)

•

Circulate clarification around Price Waterhouse Cooper’s split of funding (Christine Officer)•
Ensure that clear wording around administrating the division of funding is written into the MOU (Jon 
Thomas)

•

Email the Terms of Reference query to Jon Thomas (Gavin Palmer)•
Aaron to circulate the four early project proposals to Alliance members prior to next meeting (Aaron 
Fleming)

•

Schedule face-to-face hui/workshop for this Alliance (Aaron Fleming)•

Actions

HT and when to engage with all/other district councils•
HT distribute funding around the regions•
HT manage expectations over the quantum of funding•
HT distribute funding around the regions •
HT help people at place connect with all opportunities from Government•
HT assess proposals•
HT understand the wider strategic concepts – other buckets of money, and HT leverage (working groups 
are a gateway to the alliance).

•

HT understand the vetting processes of the working groups with the applications. •

Outstanding questions to resolve

Next meeting:
TBA, Gore

Minutes distributed on 28th August 2020.

26 August 2020
Thursday, November 12, 2020 2:26 PM
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Meeting notes

4pm Meeting commences _

Proposing one Alliance for the Southern South Island area is advantageous for both regions, Southland 
and Otago because of the efficiencies in operating one project support team. 

•

One Alliance also means our Treaty partners (of Mirihiku & Otakou) are not having to travel and attend 
multiple meetings for each region, easing resources.

•

Martin Workman (MfE) acknowledged that agencies, like MfE, have acquired additional funding for 
projects across the country already, including freshwater projects. He noted these funding streams can 
complement project work across the two regions, expressing the benefit of working through Alliances 
like this. 

•

There has been interest from others, who are not currently at this table, to join the membership of 
Alliance, therefore please advise if you wish to step out of this Alliance moving forward. 

•

One Alliance thinking

Three funding channels. •
Kaimahi for Nature is the only contestable fund which requires an Alliance of partners in order to 
allocate funding.

•

The intention of Kaimahi for Nature is to provide 800 jobs per year (broken down to regions)•

Aaron Fleming

The term Working Group has and will be mentioned often. The Working Group are separate from this 
Alliance but available as a support stream for this Alliance, the group was established to pilot projects 
and to help with the distressed areas (particularly the West). The operation of this group has enabled us 
to respond quickly to the distressed workforce within the Tourism sector and understand how to engage 
with the sector.

•

We identified and connected with AJ Hackett Bungy to form a group that could pilot a program of work. 
AJ Hackett Bungy were helpful by making themselves available to support this pilot with resource, local 
and sector knowledge and networks.

•

The purpose of the running the pilot was that we wanted to understand processes (employment 
contracts and training requirements, health and safety) and learnings, and transition these learnings 
into more than simply creating temporary jobs for people.

•

Realising we could acquire workers into the program quickly so long as they remained on their 
employer’s payroll system (i.e. not made redundant).

•

That once staff were let go, they would then be picked up into the MSD system – we did not 
account for those people initially. We have since connected in with MSD on how that works so 
can best support those people who enquire with us. 

•

We also had not accounted for the separate bubble migrant workers found themselves in. 
Migrant workers who (for whatever reason never became an NZ citizen) once released from 
employment would not be picked up in the MSD system, and who also then cannot be re-
employed by their employer. We need to understand how we, or other agencies, can help these 
people.

•

Running the pilot uncovered challenges, we would not have otherwise anticipated. For example:•

Christine Officer

Queenstown Pilot – Otago Working Group

Kaimahi for Nature is designed to support the tourism sector.•
The model (refer slide 5) is structured and designed with total flexibility, it can change/morph, be 
enhanced etc. This flexibility has allowed us to quickly support Southland, Te Anau.

•

The current model has been/is, at this stage, mostly relevant to Southland region.•
Great South have been good in assisting Nedra Burns (DOC) in the Te Anau are.•
Gavin Palmer (ORDC) asked whether all five District/City Councill’s appear on this mode in the future, 

      
•

Geoff Owen

Proposed delivery structure
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noting there are currently only two showing.

Jon Thomas (DOC) has been appointed Project Team Lead and is responsible for presenting project’s 
worthy of approval to the working groups to present to this Alliance. 

•

Mahi oranga framework has been applied to the overall process of how the work will flow (refer slide 7).•
The Alliance decides what goes through based upon the merits of each project. Before funding is 
released to The Banker, there are some additional steps within the approval process thereafter an 
Alliance decides. 

•

Ministers want to review each proposal over $1M prior to approving and releasing funding. This 
approval process is run on a fortnightly basis, the first of which beginning on 7/09, then a further two we 
know are in the pipeline for 14/09 and 21/09. Christine Officer (DOC) is available to contact for more 
information on this. 

•

Darren Rewi (Ngai Tahu o Murihiku) questioned how we can keep pace on what the Alliance is 
recommending be approved, when there is another process involving Ministers that may be timely.

•

Ministers have expressed that they are not wanting to slow [us] down in any way and have already 
considered this as possibility. They are wanting to have an oversight of the over-all projects that are 
approved, so that there may be the ability to push back. However, the approach is to generally accept 
proposals.

•

Geoff Owen

What makes a good proposal? These are represented on the Proposal On A Page document.•
What will be the outcomes? Treaty partnership, economic, job creation, nature and biodiversity. We 
want to be delivering on strategies that we have already embarked on as Agencies and delivering on 
these over time. 

•

Collaboration is as important as well as outcomes i.e. there could be many outcomes with many 
beneficiaries, not just one outcome. There is an opportunity to leverage funding here. 

•

The desire to have a good relationship between sister agencies creates more opportunity to be 
successful and sustainable in the long term and produces multiple benefits on the outcome. This would 
require good structure, god collaborations, good governance, a strong history of delivery.

•

Project proposals we are looking for are firstly focused on employment outcomes, then nature legacy.•

Christine Officer

Aaron Fleming

Funding allocation for Southland and Otago regions combined (as one Alliance) is currently expected to 
be $24M across 3 years. Leveraging from funding opportunities is going to be key for this Alliance.

•

Rob Phillips (ES) asked whether he can have an expectation that there will be a fair funding allocation 
shared around each region.

•

An agreement regarding the allocation/spread of the funding can be made early on by the Alliance and 
reflected within the MOU.

•

[Confidential] 

Aaron Fleming

To have the Alliance recognised, we must have an MOU and identify an Agency to be an administrative 
banker. 

•

The Banker will also hold the accountability for ensuring Health & Safety (H&S) system compliance for 
successful projects. 

•

DOC currently have processes in place to administer on both of these requirements initially and are 
happy to take on this role should no one else volunteer to and this be an agreed consensus by this 
group.

•

Christine Officer (DOC) reminded us that project recommendations over $1M they must go through the 
Ministers sign off and run in line with the fortnightly approvals process as previously mentioned. 

•

Each Alliance can access $100K immediately to establish project delivery roles.•
                  

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), & processes
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Not clearing up assumptions around and understanding of the expectations made from 
communities regarding the funding allocation. 

•

Not understanding what councils’ expectations might be around involvement in the Alliance
(refer slide 5).

•

Consideration to be given around the Working Group’s composition moving forward - what role 
they now have, and what visibility they have of overall projects.

•

An FAQ sheet is being populated by the Project Team to demystify assumptions and inform 
community groups/public. Please email Jessica Veale (DOC) jveale@doc.govt.nz with anything you 
believe should be listed for us to answer.

•

Please email Jessica Veale (DOC) jveale@doc.govt.nz your agencies’ Comms team contacts to engage once this 
Alliance has formed.

6pm Meeting ends _
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“K4N ALLIANCE MEETING”  

THURSDAY 22ND OCTOBER 2020, 4:00 – 6:00pm 

DOC Office and via Zoom 

Minutes 

Participants: 

Aaron Fleming (DOC - Chair); Rob Philips (CEO Environment Southland); Sarah Gardner (CEO ORC); 

Ricky Parata (Ngai Tahu o Otakou); Darren Rewi (Ngai Tahu o Murihiku) 

Geoff Owen (DOC); Nedra Burns (DOC); John Twidle (DOC); Barry Hanson (DOC) 

Jon Thomas (Project Support Team Lead); Jessica Veale (Comms) 

Apologies: 

Nicola Morand (Ngai Tahu o Otakou) 

WELCOME 

Aaron welcomed the group and proposed an agenda: 

• Context Update 

• Memorandum of Understanding Document 

• Banker Role 

• Project Reviews 

 

CONTEXT UPDATE 

Aaron 

• The Kaimahi For Nature (K4N) $24M broken down to $12M for each of Otago and Southland 

over three years. 

• Funding can’t be drawn down until we have a MOU agreed, the Alliance registered and 

recognised by the SLM Ministers. 

• There is some urgency for some funding to be allocated to projects, as there is a risk the 

incoming Government may choose to claw some of the funding back.  We need to move 

swiftly to avoid that risk. In turn that requires us (the Alliance) to make some early decisions. 

• K4N is a job creation programme, so the cost per person (job/role created) is a key element. 

The expectation being that, on average, the cost of roles within a project will not exceed 

$80,000 per annum (salary/wages of $50,000 and operating expenses of $30,000). 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING DOCUMENT 

• JT acknowledges the feedback received to-date and outlined the approach of removing the 

Terms Of Reference (TOR) from the MOU, in order for the MOU to be more straightforward 

for signing as the formal establishment of the Alliance is dependent on this signed agreement. 











• Aaron – spend time on this when face to face, how to manage the good ideas we have, need 

to be strategic about the proposals. 

Aaron closed the meeting noting the Alliance had agreed in principle to allocate $3.5m to current 

projects. 

Meeting closed at 5.55pm 

Next meeting TBA 

 

 

 



Chair 

Aaron Fleming (DOC) 

Attendees                                           

Ngai Tahu o Murihiku:      Darren Rewi 

Ngai Tahu o Araiteuru:     Nicola Morand 

Environment Southland:   Rob Phillips & Ali Meade 

ORC:                                     Sarah Gardner 

MPI:                                      Sherman Smith

LINZ:                                     Megan Reid

MSD:                                    Deb Sutton (on behalf of Jason Tribble)   

DOC:                                     Geoff Owen, Jon Thomas, John Twidle, Chris Hankin, Binny Guy (minutes)  

                                                                                                                                                                                          

Apologies 

Martin Workman (MfE)

Lorena Stephen (MfE)                

Actions from 04/12/2020 meeting 

Item 
Reference

Item Assigned to

3.1 Operation 
of the 
Alliance

The project support team will review the pool of captured project 
proposals, develop selected proposals to present to the Alliance 
early next year which meet general selection criteria.  

Jon Thomas

3.2 
Formalising 
our approach 
to managing 
conflict of 
interest 

Alliance members to declare if they have a conflict of interest and 
this will be noted in meeting notes. The Alliance members are 
aware they may be asked to step out of the meeting if it is 
deemed by the Alliance that it would be inappropriate for them to 
partake in the discussion.     

All Alliance 
Members

3.3 Financial 
contributions 
for non-paid 
attendance

Ensure remuneration aligned with the Cabinet Fees Framework is 
extended to ex-officio members of the Alliance. 

Jon Thomas

3.3 Financial 
contributions 
for non-paid 
attendance

Investigate whether the Alliance can provide remuneration for Iwi 
at the working group level.   

Geoff Owen & 
Aaron Fleming

            

04 December 2020 
Thursday, January 21, 2021 8:30 AM
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Project Team to investigate and gain clarification on constraints 
and limitations of using other crown funding proposed for use in 
conjunction with K4N funding. 

Jon Thomas

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Geoff and Aaron to discuss  proposal outside of the 
Alliance meeting.   

Geoff Owen & 
Aaron Fleming

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Geoff and Aaron to discuss  proposal outside of the 
Alliance meeting

Geoff Owen & 
Aaron Fleming

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Seek clarification from  regarding which 
funding goes toward which FTE.  

Jon Thomas

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Once clarity is received from  please 
circulate this to all Alliance members. The Alliance agreed that the 
decision can be made outside of an Alliance meeting via email 
once clarity has been established.

Jon Thomas

 
 
 

 
 

Once Darren and Nicola have connected; they will email the 
Alliance with an update on the conclusion reached regarding the 

 proposal. Alliance will progress the  
proposal outside of the Alliance meetings via email.

Darren Rewi & 
Nicola Morand
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Rakiura

Submit   proposal to the Sustainable Land 
Ministers meeting scheduled for January 2021, the Alliance is 
supporting the proposal of $2.125 million over three years.       

Jon Thomas

 
 
 

 
 

Submit the  proposal to the Sustainable Land 
Ministers meeting scheduled for January 2021, Alliance proposing 
$2 million over two years.     

Jon Thomas

7. Other
Business

Send a monthly calendar meeting, if not required each month 
then delete the individual booking that is not being used.   

Jon Thomas

7. Other
Business

Formally appoint a chair for the Alliance All Alliance 
Members

Next meeting: 
TBA, third week of January via Microsoft Teams 

Meeting notes 

10am Meeting commences _ 

The Alliance discussed the possible legacy of the Alliance and how this Alliance could be 
maintained moving forward once the Kaimahi for Nature Fund mahi is completed. The Alliance 
provides a forum for sharing context between different agencies particularly when everyone 
involved has shared kaupapa regarding environmental programs.

•

Currently a risk regarding oversight on who applies for money from each pot, a group could 
apply for money from several pots and agencies wouldn’t necessarily hold that context. 
Discussions as an Alliance can help spread this context. Different pots have different criteria 
regarding funding allocations.      

•

Hon Kiritapu Allan is the new Minister for Conservation. •
The Alliance MOU has made great progress. The constraint of need paperwork completed 
before Alliance’s can progress projects has been removed which allows decisions to be made 
quickly.  

•

Key Performance Indicators for Jobs for Nature: Environmental legacy and creating employment 
opportunities. Important that FTE are created and, on the ground, as quickly as possible. There 
is a risk that the funding could be redeployed if this funding isn’t used. Projects needs to be 
shovel ready.    

•

Western areas of SSI are the hardest hit regarding job losses in the region currently. •
Any decisions over $1 million signed off at this meeting will need to be approved by the 

             
•

  2.1 Update of the Kaimahi for Nature Fund

Aaron Fleming
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sustainable land use ministers, their next meeting is scheduled for late January. Anything less 
than $1 million can be processed quicker.   

MSD has seven provinces in the SSI Region (Fiordland, Te Anau, Southland, Clutha District, 
Central Otago, Coastal Otago and look after South Canterbury) each province has different 
labor market, challenges and industries demands.

•

Te Anau is one of the hardest hit areas in the region.  •
When Covid hit and the initial job losses started in the hospitality and tourism industry a lot of 
locals lost work, this wasn’t just migrant workers. The Covid Income Relief Payments will have 
finished or will be near finishing for a most of workers in the SSI. 

•

Lots of entry level job opportunities available around the region and MSD can assist job seekers 
that might need to relocate to the areas where these roles are based (providing the roles meet 
certain criteria). MSD can assist with flexi wage subsidies for employers (between 5-7k over 26 
weeks), help with transition to work costs, accommodation, petrol and various other support 
functions.   

•

Expected that there will be pressure on the labor market getting people into roles until the 
school holidays finish at the end of January 2021. Important that communication is made with 
MSD as soon as projects are approved to ensure people are sought and appointed as quickly as 
possible. Deb is happy to be a key contact for the Alliance.

•

Deb has a background in HR and suggested projects could work with a recruitment agency 
regarding those projects that don’t want to become employers. The agency would potentially 
take responsibility for back off Health and Safety but once staff are working on the ground then 
the contractor manages this on the ground health and safety.   

•

Deb Sutton

Not all projects want to be employers. This is due to both a lack of desire and lack of/limited 
back-office support to lead this work. The Alliance discussed the idea of a contractor 
model/contract broker agency taking care of all the back-office support for these projects. 

•

Discussion on the pilot project using AJ Hackett. In this model AJ Hackett being the pilot 
organization managed the recruitment, H&S, PCBU, provided all the back-office support then 
subcontracted those staff into the wilding pines project. The objective was to keep key staff 
employed for 40 hours short term until their primary employment was able to restart again. 

•

The Alliance discussed whether this model agency could be created by the Alliance to provide a 
workforce for projects to provide a solution for the projects that are unable to do this 
themselves. 

•

Geoff Owen 

The concern around the region is regarding long term work as we go into autumn and winter 
next year. Discussion regarding appropriate levels of pay comparing the living wage and 
minimum wage. Discussion surrounding level of skills required for roles and the pay scales.    

•

John Twidle

Explained the wilding pines program. Given $100 million over the next three years, $36 million 
on that has been allocated to regional councils this year. The goal for wilding pines jobs for 
nature is to employ between 500-600 FTE. The current FTE is sitting around 530 so they are on 
track to achieve their KPI. 

•

MPI have a wilding conifer information system which uses a GIS database to keep track of FTE 
and spending. Each project has a polygon on the database which helps provide accurate 

•

Sherman Smith
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reporting. 
ORC has received $373k for Wallaby control. •

Successful funding bids and Covid funding has moved baseline funding from $2million to $17 
million, this is all discretionary too. 

•

Program in four parts: data information work stream (GIS), terrestrial program, aquatic 
program, and strategic projects (majority of money from j4n has gone into this stream).

•

Agreed regarding ensuring there is a shared context in regard to what each agency/entity is 
funding in the region to enable oversight when multiple agencies might be providing funding to 
the same project.

•

LINZ are using apps on the ground to collect as much accurate data for weekly reporting.   •

Megan Reid

The new funding for Wallaby control is going to be beneficial to ORC to prevent.•
Councilors from the ORC wanted to be involved and formed a Covid Recovery working party.•
ORC have decided not to have a pot of money at this point. The current workforce has 
increased from 170 to 254 within the last couple years and a further 60 budgeted for the next 
financial year. ORC has decided they are currently servicing the labor market already with 
employment increases. 

•

Been working on Lake Hayes for a long time, further work/funding proposed potentially next 
year. 

•

Unlikely that ORC would be contributing funding for Alliance projects.    •

Sarah Gardner 

Enviro Southland is very stretched currently, 10% revenue reduction from Covid.•
Received funding from MfE so investigating how they can upscale existing work programs 
(particularly Biodiversity). 

•

Rob Phillips

Lake Hayes catchment is supported by a wider community.•
Four weeks ago, 7 rūnaka chairs got together and fully endorsed the  Has 
the ability to create jobs and outcomes for the nursery projects.

•

Pushed back on the labor hire concept. Jobs for nature is trying to create legacy jobs and 
providing pastoral support. More focused on the bigger holistic picture.   

•

Darren Rewi

Otago aren’t quite on board with the Lake Hayes governance structure just yet.•
MSD is funding Okaha to deliver this program. Currently looking at a recruitment agency to take 
this forward. 

•

Nicola Morand

3. Operation of the Alliance

3.1 How to manage future K4N funding applications
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Jon Thomas described the context that the Alliance currently has 300 proposed projects have 
been received. The project capture team would like to present the Alliance with as many 
projects as possible in the new year. The project team would like some guidance on what 
projects the Alliance are most interested in or projects that have less relevance. 

•

The Alliance has identified treaty partner projects as a priority, and these are being developed 
first. 

•

Biodiversity / Bio Security / Government objective (for example PF2050) connected projects are 
of interest. 

•

Projects that will have a biodiversity legacy. •
Less interest in tracks because the region already has lots of track infrastructure.•
The Alliance will take everything into account if it will have a significant impact on job creation 
and fits within criteria.

•

Discussed that the J4N funding is for a set period and needs to be considered whether a project 
will be meaningful within the funding timeframe.   

•

Consider whether smaller projects could be bundled by location. •
The western area of the region has interest for projects.•
All the Alliance funding is OPEX, no CAPEX funding.•
Sizing of projects needs to be taken into consideration due to the large quantity of proposals 
received. The Alliance agreed that if FTE is limited to a couple roles then these would be given 
less consideration compared to larger FTE roles that fit within all criteria.

•

ACTION POINT: The project capture team will review the proposed projects and select those of 
interest to the Alliance to present next year.   

•

ACTION POINT: The project capture team to investigate a project scale line which can be 
applied to the proposals. The project team will present the proposed scales to the Alliance.      

•

The Alliance acknowledged and expect that every member will have a conflict of interest at 
some point. 

•

The Alliance will manage this conflict of interest by ensuring any members that have a conflict 
of interest declare this before any discussions take place. If required, this member can be asked 
to leave the room whilst discussions take place. 

•

The Alliance agreed to ensure members refrained from endorsing projects if they didn’t meet 
the criteria required to obtain funding from the Alliance pots if they have a conflict of interest.

•

ACTION POINT: Alliance members to declare if they have a conflict of interest and this will be 
noted in meeting notes. The Alliance members are aware they may be asked to step out of the 
meeting if it is deemed by the Alliance that it would be inappropriate for them to partake in the 
decision discussion.     

•

3.2 Formalising our approach to managing conflict of interest

The Alliance can decide using up to 100k to fund a position to provide support to the Alliance. 
The Alliance is also able to provide remuneration to members of the Alliance that aren’t 
currently government workers.

•

The Alliance has agreed that members should be receiving remuneration for their time 
completing Alliance mahi. This remuneration will come from the Alliances pot of money.  

•

Remuneration will follow the guidelines outlined in the group 4 – level 4 cabinet fees 
framework. This document is attached to the meeting minutes.

•

Discussion regarding remuneration for Iwi at the working group level too. The Alliance decided 
to investigate this outside of the meeting. 

•

ACTION POINT: Ensure remuneration is set up for any applicable members of the Alliance that 
              

•

3.3 Financial contributions for non-paid attendance
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aren’t currently receiving a payment for their contributions. This payment is in accordance with 
the cabinet fees framework.
ACTION POINT: Investigate whether the Alliance can provide remuneration for Iwi at the 
working group level.   

•

< Rob Phillips left the meeting in the lunch interval > 

4. Update of current proposals

Weeding Fiordland Buffer - Is currently the only project that has been approved for funding so 
far. Needs to get up and running as soon as possible. Media release was expected to be made 
today. Funding deed is currently with Enviro Southland today and should be signed by the 
lawyers by Christmas. A company has been identified in Milford and it shouldn’t need 
tendering. Tourism operators might not need this project to support under-utilised staff 
members until April because they are currently busy. The Alliance is still awaiting to hear if the 
Minister intends to announce this or if it will come from DOC.  

•

 
 

•

Application was submitted, the Alliance wanted 
more detail, and this has been provided. Given the project is more about tracks rather than 
biodiversity this will be put on hold. The Trust is looking at changing the project to be more 
biodiversity focused and have drafted this proposal up. It will be submitted shortly.   

•

4.1 Weeding Fiordland’s Buffer; Undaria Control; Fiordland Trails Trust / Te Anau Downs Trail

head of the lake and overall water quality which is a challenge for friends of the lake. It is well
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.

•

5. Assessment of new projects

5.3 Other Areas –
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defined yet. 

7. Agreed Communications and Other Business

Important to all agree on the messaging that we have considered today.•
Both projects approved today need to go to the joint Statutory Land Use Ministers, and the 
result will not be confirmed until the end of January. Therefore, there are no specific 
announcements to make on approved project funding from this meeting. 

•

Key messaging from this Alliance meeting: 

Next meeting proposed for the third week of January.•
Set up a monthly meeting for each Alliance member, if the meeting isn’t required for a month 
then these can be deleted. The benefit of locking a meeting date in advanced means there is a 
guaranteed slot.   

•

An appointment of chair needs to be addressed at the next meeting•

3pm Meeting ends _ 
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#Date#
Pg 1

Description of the Project Benefits 
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#Date#
Pg 2

Needed Investment

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total

Number of 

Jobs
1 2 3 Total Project Costs $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $300,000

Confirmed contributions from others (cash and in-kind)

Org A $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $30,000

Org B $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $30,000

Total Other $ $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $60,000

Balance to Fund $80,000 $80,000 $80,000 $240,000
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5/10: "Meets the criteria" TEXT
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This proposal would create up to x full time jobs (40 hours 

per week).  This equals almost $xx,xxx Kaimahi for Nature 

funds per FTE.
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DOC 2050 Outcomes 

• Ecosystems, from mountain tops to ocean depths, are thriving 

• Indigenous species and their habitats across Aotearoa New Zealand and beyond are thriving 

• People’s lives are enriched through their connection with nature 

• Māori are exercising their full role as rangatira and kaitiaki 

• Prosperity is intrinsically linked with a thriving biodiversity 

 

DOC Stretch Goals 

• 90% of New Zealanders’ lives are enriched 

• 90% of visitors rate their experiences as exceptional.  

• 90% of New Zealanders think the impacts of visitors are well managed.  

• Whānau, hapū and iwi are able to practise their responsibilities as kaitiaki of natural and cultural 
resources.  

• 50% of New Zealand’s ecosystems are benefiting from pest management.  

• A nationwide network of marine protected areas is in place 

• 90% of our threatened species are managed to enhance their populations.  

• The stories of 50 historic Icon Sites are told and protected 
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